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1 Introduction

The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012, by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [1, 2], has opened the possibility of searching, among the abundant $t\bar{t}$ final states produced in proton-proton collisions at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC), for the decay $t \to qH$ of a top quark (or antiquark) into an on-shell Higgs boson, of mass 125.09 GeV [3], plus an up-type quark (or antiquark), $q = c$ or $u$. This decay, which proceeds via a flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC), is forbidden at tree level in the Standard Model (SM) and, with respect to the dominant top quark decay mode ($t \to bW$), is suppressed at higher orders due to the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani mechanism [4]. The $t \to qH$ branching ratio ($B$) in the SM is estimated to be around $3 \times 10^{-15}$ (see ref. [5] and references therein), and an observation of this decay would provide a clear signal of physics beyond the SM (BSM).
In BSM models, different mechanisms can yield effective couplings orders of magnitude larger than those of the SM. Examples of such extensions are the quark-singlet model [6–8], the two-Higgs-doublet model with or without flavour violation [9–17], the minimal supersymmetric standard model [18–24], Supersymmetry with R-parity violation [25], the Topcolour-assisted Technicolour model [26], models with warped extra dimensions [27–29] and the Littlest Higgs model with T-parity conservation [30]. In composite Higgs boson models, FCNC may appear even with a single Higgs doublet [29], inducing $t \rightarrow cH$ branching ratios up to $10^{-4}$. For a recent review, see ref. [31].

Among all the possibilities, the largest branching ratio $B_{t \rightarrow qH}$ appears in the ansatz of Cheng and Sher [9] in which the tree-level coupling remains allowed in the absence of an additional symmetry, and scales with the top and up-type quark masses, $m_t$ and $m_q$, as $\lambda_{tqH} = \sqrt{2m_qm_t/v}$ (where $v = 246$ GeV is the Higgs field vacuum expectation value). This can be regarded as the “maximal naturalness” approach in the Higgs flavour structure.

In this article, the $t \rightarrow qH$ decay is searched for using 36.1 fb$^{-1}$ of 13 TeV proton-proton collision data taken in 2015 and 2016 with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The search uses the $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ decay mode, taking advantage of the clean diphoton signature, despite its small branching ratio (0.23% in the SM [32]).

A search for $t \rightarrow qH$ decays was previously performed at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ and 8 TeV with Run-1 data, both in ATLAS and in CMS. As the $t \rightarrow cH$ and $t \rightarrow uH$ modes are hard to distinguish, the upper limits are given assuming that each final state is produced alone. In ATLAS, the $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ channel [33] yields the observed and expected limits on $B(t \rightarrow cH)$ of 0.79% and 0.51% respectively, at the 95% confidence level (CL). Combining with the multi-lepton$^1$ and $H \rightarrow b\bar{b}$ final states, which, at 8 TeV, are each comparable in sensitivity to the $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ channel, the overall observed (expected) limit at the 95% CL is 0.46% (0.25%) for $t \rightarrow cH$ and 0.45% (0.29%) for $t \rightarrow uH$ [34]. The 95% CL observed (expected) limits from the CMS Collaboration on the $t \rightarrow cH$ and $t \rightarrow uH$ branching ratios are 0.40% (0.43%) and 0.55% (0.40%) respectively [35], using the same final states as ATLAS.

Compared to the previous ATLAS result in the $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ mode, a significant improvement is attained due to the large increase (about four times) in the $t\bar{t}$ production cross section when increasing the centre-of-mass energy from 8 TeV to 13 TeV, and the larger integrated luminosity recorded during 2015 and 2016. Adverse effects are the increase in the production cross section of backgrounds, and the significantly larger “pile-up” noise due to the superimposition of additional interactions on the selected hard interaction.

The analysis aims to select $t\bar{t}$ pairs with one top quark decaying into $bW$ (SM decay) and the other into $qH$. It is split into two final states, targeting the decay of the $W$ boson from the SM top quark decay either in the hadronic mode (hadronic selection) or in the leptonic mode (leptonic selection). The result is extracted from a fit to the diphoton invariant mass spectra of a resonant signal function centred around the Higgs boson mass and a background function, mainly constrained by bands on either side of the signal regions. While this data driven approach does not require a detailed understanding of the background, the dominant contributions are however presented together with the data, at different stages of the analysis.

---

$^1$The multi-lepton final state includes events from the $H \rightarrow ZZ^*, WW^*$ and $\tau^+\tau^-$ decays.
In this analysis, SM production of the Higgs boson, with its subsequent decay into a diphoton final state, is considered as a background, described by the same diphoton invariant mass distribution as the sought-for FCNC production. Its magnitude, determined by simulation, is accounted for in the signal extraction.

2 Detector, data set and simulation samples

2.1 ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector [36] consists of an inner detector for tracking surrounded by a superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T magnetic field, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer. The inner detector provides tracking in the pseudorapidity region \(|\eta| < 2.5\) and consists of silicon pixel and microstrip detectors inside a transition radiation tracker that covers \(|\eta| < 2.0\). A new innermost silicon pixel layer has been added to the inner detector after the Run-1 data taking [37, 38]. The electromagnetic calorimeter, a lead/liquid-argon sampling device with accordion geometry, is divided into one barrel (\(|\eta| < 1.475\)) and two end-cap (1.375 < \(|\eta| < 3.2\)) sections. Longitudinally, it is divided into three layers. While most of the energy is deposited in the second layer, the first layer, referred to as the strip layer, has fine segmentation in the regions \(|\eta| < 1.4\) and 1.5 < \(|\eta| < 2.4\) to facilitate the separation of photons from neutral hadrons and to allow shower directions to be measured. In the range of \(|\eta| < 1.8\), a presampler layer allows the energy to be corrected for losses upstream of the calorimeter. The barrel (\(|\eta| < 1.7\)) hadronic calorimeter consists of steel and scintillator tiles, while the end-cap sections (1.5 < \(|\eta| < 3.2\)) are composed of copper and liquid argon. The forward calorimeter (3.1 < \(|\eta| < 4.9\)) uses copper and tungsten as absorber with liquid argon as active material. The muon spectrometer consists of precision (\(|\eta| < 2.7\)) and trigger (\(|\eta| < 2.4\)) chambers equipping a toroidal magnet system which surrounds the hadronic calorimeter.

2.2 Data set

This analysis uses the full proton-proton data set recorded by ATLAS in 2015 and 2016 with the LHC operating at a centre-of-mass energy \(\sqrt{s} = 13\) TeV and a bunch spacing of 25 ns. After application of data-quality requirements, the integrated luminosity amounts to 36.1 fb\(^{-1}\), with a relative uncertainty of 3.2%.\(^3\) The data were recorded with instantaneous luminosities up to \(1.4 \times 10^{34}\) cm\(^{-2}\)s\(^{-1}\). The mean number of interactions per bunch crossing, \(\mu\), was on average 13 in 2015 and 25 in 2016. The inelastic collisions that occur in addition

\(^2\)ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam line. Observables labelled as transverse are projected onto the x-y plane. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates \((r, \phi)\) are used in the transverse plane, \(\phi\) being the azimuthal angle around the beam line. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle \(\theta\) as \(\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)\). The angular distance \(\Delta R\) is defined as \(\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2}\). The transverse energy is \(E_T = E/\cosh(\eta)\).

\(^3\)The uncertainty is derived, following a methodology similar to that detailed in ref. [39], from a preliminary calibration of the luminosity scale using x-y beam-separation scans performed in August 2015 and May 2016.
to the hard interaction produce mainly low transverse momentum particles that form the pile-up background.

The data considered here were selected using a diphoton trigger which requires two clusters formed from energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The transverse energy threshold was 35 GeV (25 GeV) for the leading (sub-leading) cluster (sorted in $E_T$). Loose criteria were applied to ensure that the shape of selected clusters matched that expected for electromagnetic showers initiated by photons. The efficiency of the trigger for events containing two photons passing the offline selection requirements of this analysis was measured to be larger than 99%.

### 2.3 Signal and background simulation

The FCNC signal was simulated using MG5\_AMC@NLO 2.4.3 [40] interfaced to PYTHIA 8.212 [41] with the A14 [42] set of tuned parameters for the modelling of parton showers, hadronisation and multiple interactions. The $t\bar{t}$ pairs were generated at next-to-leading order (NLO) in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) with the TopFCNC UFO model [43], using the 5-flavour scheme and the NNPDF3.0 [44] parton distribution functions (PDFs). The factorisation and renormalisation scales were set equal to $\sqrt{m_t^2 + (p_{T,t}^2 + p_{T,\bar{t}}^2)/2}$, where $p_{T,t}$ ($p_{T,\bar{t}}$) is the transverse momentum of the top quark (antiquark). The top quark decay was performed by MadSpin, and the Higgs boson decay by PYTHIA 8. Two samples corresponding to $t\bar{t}$ production with one top quark decaying into a charm quark and a Higgs boson (which itself decays into two photons with 100% branching ratio) were produced. The two samples, added together, correspond to the $W$ bosons from $t\bar{t}$ decaying leptonically or hadronically. The leptonic decays of the $W$ include all three lepton flavours. The top quark mass taken in the simulation is 172.5 GeV, and the Higgs boson mass is 125 GeV. Two equivalent samples with $t\!\to\! uH$ were also produced. The $t\bar{t}$ cross section used is $832^{+40}_{-46}$ pb. It has been calculated at next-to-next-to leading order in QCD including resummation of next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic soft gluon terms with Top++2.0 [45, 46].

The contribution from known production sources of Higgs bosons, followed by a decay into two photons, is considered here as a resonant background. The following production modes, ordered by their cross sections, were considered and simulated [47]: gluon-gluon fusion ($ggH$), vector-boson fusion (VBF) and associated production ($WH$, $ZH$, $t\bar{t}H$, $b\bar{b}H$, $tHjb$, and $tWH$). The Higgs boson cross sections and branching ratios compiled by the LHC Higgs Cross-Section Working Group [32] are used for normalisation. For $ggH$, the QCD next-to-next-to-next-to-leading-order cross section is used. For $tWH$, the NLO normalisation given in ref. [48] is used.

The $ggH$ and VBF events were generated at NLO using POWHEG [49, 50] interfaced to PYTHIA 8 with the AZNLO [51] set of tuned parameters for parton showering, hadronisation and multiple interactions. The events from $WH$ and $ZH$ associated production were generated at leading order with PYTHIA 8. Associated $t\bar{t}H$ production was generated at NLO with MG5\_AMC@NLO interfaced with PYTHIA 8. The parton distribution functions CT10 [52], NNPDF3.0 and CTEQ6L1 [53] were used for the POWHEG, MG5\_AMC@NLO and PYTHIA 8 samples, respectively.
An event sample corresponding to non-resonant diphoton production, labelled $S_{\gamma\gamma}$ in the following, was generated with the Sherpa 2.1.1 event generator \cite{54}, with up to three additional partons in the matrix element. This sample is used as a benchmark sample for non-resonant background production.

Samples of events from $t\bar{t}$, $W$ and $Z$ production with one or two photons generated in the matrix element were also simulated. Due to initial-state radiation (ISR), final-state radiation (FSR) and jets faking photons, the one- and two-photon samples partly overlap, the first one including an approximation of the second one. Given the cross sections of the simulated processes, and the statistical size of the available samples, the $t\bar{t}$, $W\gamma\gamma$ and $Z\gamma\gamma$ samples were selected to represent each of the backgrounds, albeit with a large uncertainty in the corresponding cross sections.

The stable particles, defined as particles with a lifetime longer than 10 ps, were passed through a full detector simulation \cite{55} based on Geant4 \cite{56}. The resulting “particle hits” in the active detector material were subsequently transformed into detector signals during digitisation.

Pile-up was modelled using simulated minimum-bias events generated using PYTHIA 8. The number of events overlaid onto the hard-scattering events during the digitisation was randomly chosen so as to reproduce the distribution of $\mu$ observed in data. The effects from pile-up events occurring in nearby bunch crossings (out-of-time pile-up) were also modelled.

3 Event reconstruction and candidate selection

3.1 Event reconstruction

While the requirement of two tightly identified and precisely measured photons is the key part of the selection, the analysis also requires jets and $b$-tagging for the hadronic selection as well as identified electrons or muons and missing transverse momentum (with magnitude $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$) for the leptonic selection. A minimum angular distance ($\Delta R$) is required between these objects. If some objects overlap after reconstruction, a removal is performed, keeping, in order of priority, photons, then leptons, and finally jets.

The photon reconstruction \cite{57} is seeded by clusters of energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter with transverse energy greater than 2.5 GeV in a region of $0.075 < \eta < 1.25$ in $\phi$. The accepted $|\eta|$ region extends from 0 up to 2.37 excluding the region $[1.37, 1.52]$, which is less instrumented and where dead material affects both the identification and the energy measurement. The reconstruction is designed to separate electrons from unconverted and converted photons. Clusters without any matching track or conversion vertex are classified as unconverted photon candidates while clusters with a matching conversion vertex are classified as converted photon candidates. In simulation, when requiring the generated photon $E_{T}$ to be above 20 GeV, the reconstruction efficiency is 98% on average for converted and unconverted photons.

The photon energy is measured from clusters of size $0.075 < \eta < 1.175$ in $\phi$ in the barrel region of the calorimeter and $1.25 < \eta < 1.125$ in the calorimeter end-caps, using a combination of simulation-based and data-driven calibration factors \cite{58} determined from $Z \rightarrow e^{+}e^{-}$
events collected in 2015 and 2016. The photon energy resolution in simulation is corrected to match the resolution in data [59].

The identification of photons [57] is based on lateral and longitudinal shower shapes measured in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Two working points, “loose” and “tight”, are defined. Photon candidates are required to deposit only a small fraction of their energy in the hadronic calorimeter and to have a lateral shower shape consistent with that expected from a single electromagnetic shower. The information about the shape of the shower from the highly segmented strip layer of the calorimeter is used to discriminate single photons from hadronic jets in which a neutral meson carries most of the jet energy. The “tight” identification efficiency, averaged over $\eta$, for unconverted (converted) photons ranges from 85% to 95% (90% to 98%) for $E_T$ between 25 GeV and 200 GeV [60].

To suppress the hadronic background, the photon candidates are required to be isolated from any other significant activity in the calorimeter and the tracking detectors. The calorimeter isolation is computed as the sum of the transverse energy of positive-energy topological clusters$^4$ reconstructed in a cone of $\Delta R = 0.2$ around the photon candidate. The transverse energy of the photon candidate is subtracted from the sum. The contributions of underlying event and pile-up are subtracted based on the method suggested in ref. [62]. The track isolation is computed as the scalar sum of the transverse momentum $p_T$ of all tracks with $p_T > 1$ GeV within a cone of $\Delta R = 0.2$ around the photon candidate. The tracks must satisfy some loose track quality criteria and originate from the interaction vertex (see below). For converted photon candidates, the tracks associated with the conversion are removed. For the “loose” isolation working point chosen in this analysis, the calorimeter (track) isolation is required to be less than 6.5% (5%) of the photon transverse energy. The efficiency of the calorimeter isolation requirement ranges from 83% to 97% for photons of $E_T$ between 25 GeV and 200 GeV which pass the identification requirements. The efficiency of the track isolation requirement ranges from 96% to 100% (93% to 97%) for unconverted (converted) photons of $E_T$ between 25 GeV and 200 GeV which pass the identification and calorimeter isolation requirements. A dedicated study using electrons and positrons from Z boson decays as a proxy for photons showed that the ratio of isolation efficiencies in data and simulation remains constant at 1.01 ± 0.01 per event, for events with up to four reconstructed jets.

The identification of the interaction vertex uses a neural network algorithm based on tracks and primary vertex information, as well as on the two photon directions measured in the calorimeter and inner detector (in the case of a conversion) [63]. Given the presence of jets in the selected sample, the vertex identification efficiency is high, with 97% of selected vertices falling within ± 1 mm of the true position, for events with four or more reconstructed jets.

Jets are reconstructed from topological clusters using the anti-$k_T$ algorithm [64] with a radius parameter $R = 0.4$ and are required to have an $|\eta_{\text{det}}| < 4.4$, where $\eta_{\text{det}}$ is the jet pseudorapidity assuming the interaction point is at the nominal collision position. The

---

$^4$Topological clusters are three-dimensional clusters of variable size, built by clustering calorimeter cells on the basis of the signal-to-noise ratio [61].
dependence of the jet response on the number of primary vertices and the average number of interactions is mitigated by applying a data-driven event-by-event subtraction procedure based on the jet area [62]. In order to suppress jets produced in additional pile-up interactions, each jet with $|\eta| < 2.4$ and $p_T < 60\text{ GeV}$ is required to have a “jet vertex tagger (JVT) parameter” value larger than 0.59 [65]. The corresponding efficiency for jets from the hard interaction, in a sample of simulated $ggH$ events, with $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$, is estimated to be 86%, with a purity (fraction of jets originating from the hard interaction) of 90%. These fractions are significantly higher (94% and 99% respectively), for the sample of simulated $t\bar{t}H$ events, with $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$.

Jets containing $b$-hadrons are identified ($b$-tagged) using the MV2c10 tagger [66, 67], with a selection threshold corresponding to a 77% efficiency for jets containing a $b$-hadron in $t\bar{t}$ events. The corresponding rejection factor of jets originating from light quarks or gluons is $\sim 130$ and it is $\sim 6$ for charm quark jets.

Electron candidates consist of clusters of energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter that are associated with tracks in the inner detector [68], and are consistent with those expected for electromagnetic showers. The electron transverse momentum is computed from the cluster energy and the track direction at the interaction point. Furthermore, all tracks associated with electromagnetic clusters are refitted using a Gaussian-sum Filter [69], which accounts for bremsstrahlung energy losses. Electron candidates are required to satisfy $E_T > 15\text{ GeV}$ and $|\eta_{cl}| < 2.47$, excluding $1.37 < |\eta_{cl}| < 1.52$ ($\eta_{cl}$ is the pseudorapidity of the electromagnetic cluster). In addition, the transverse impact parameter significance of the associated track must be below 5$\sigma$ and the longitudinal impact parameter must fulfil $|z_0 \sin \theta| < 0.5\text{ mm}$. Electron candidates are required to be of “medium” quality [70], and to satisfy loose calorimeter and track isolation criteria with thresholds tuned to have an average efficiency of $\sim 98\%$.

Muons are required to meet the conditions $|\eta| < 2.7$ and $p_T > 10\text{ GeV}$, and to be of “medium” quality [71]. The transverse impact parameter significance of the muon tracks must be below 3$\sigma$ and the longitudinal impact parameter must fulfil $|z_0 \sin \theta| < 0.5\text{ mm}$. Muon candidates are required to satisfy track isolation [71] criteria with a $p_T$ independent efficiency of 99%.

Missing transverse momentum is calculated as the negative vector sum of the transverse momentum of all objects in an event [72]. Jets not satisfying the JVT criterion or with $p_T < 20\text{ GeV}$ are removed, but their associated tracks originating from the interaction vertex are included in a dedicated soft term.

The selection of candidate events starts by applying the “tight diphoton selection”: at least two photons satisfying the “tight” identification criteria, with loose calorimeter and track isolation, $p_T > 40\text{ GeV}$ ($p_T > 30\text{ GeV}$) for the leading (sub-leading) photon candidate, and diphoton invariant mass between 100 GeV and 160 GeV. The number of events passing this requirement in data is about four hundred thousand. Events without identified leptons (electron or muon) enter the hadronic selection; those with exactly one lepton enter the leptonic selection. Events with two or more identified leptons are rejected.
3.2 Hadronic selection

Jets passing the reconstruction and selection described in section 3.1 are used together with the two photons to select the final sample. The significance of the FCNC signal was optimised with $S/\sqrt{B}$ as figure of merit, where $S$ and $B$ are the numbers of events from the $t \to cH$ simulated signal sample and the $S_{\gamma\gamma j}$ sample, respectively, both evaluated in the signal region (see below).

To reduce the contribution of pile-up jets, only jets with $p_T > 30$ GeV are considered. While in the background sample the distribution of the number of jets is a rapidly falling distribution, its counterpart for signal shows a broad peak around three to four. Events with at least four jets are kept for the hadronic analysis (about 9000 events remain at this stage), and only the four leading jets are used further in the analysis. In addition, it is required that at least one of the four jets is $b$-tagged.

The next step is designed to select events for which the six-body final state (two photons and four jets) is compatible with a $t\bar{t}$ final state. It starts by forming three-body objects: the two photons plus one jet on one side (Top1), and the three other jets on the other side (Top2). By grouping each of the four jets with the two photons, four (Top1,Top2) pairs are constructed, with corresponding invariant masses ($M_1,M_2$). For an event to be selected, there must be at least one combination (Top1,Top2) with masses ($M_1,M_2$) compatible with the top quark mass, as described below.\footnote{An additional condition that the $b$-tagged jet belongs to Top2 was evaluated but not retained, as this slightly worsens the sensitivity for the $t \to cH$ mode, where the charm quark contributes to the overall $b$-tagging efficiency of an event.}

The distributions of $M_1$ and $M_2$ are shown in figure 1; the $M_1$ distribution has four entries per event, while for $M_2$ only those combinations passing the $M_1$ selection, as described below, enter. In the signal distributions, the peaks from correctly reconstructed top quark decays are clearly visible, and particularly narrow in the Top1 distribution, while the combinatorial background has a shape similar to the distribution obtained with the $S_{\gamma\gamma j}$ sample. The $S_{\gamma\gamma j}$ sample is normalised to data, after subtraction of the $t\bar{t}$ contribution. The $W\gamma\gamma$ and $Z\gamma\gamma$ contributions are negligible.

Based on the position and width of the two signal peaks, the window chosen for the $M_1$ selection ranges from 152 GeV to 190 GeV, while for $M_2$ the broader range from 120 GeV to 220 GeV is chosen.

In order to increase the acceptance, albeit with a reduced signal-to-noise ratio, events failing the $M_2$ selection step are also retained for the final analysis by exploiting two (orthogonal) categories:

- category 1: events that pass the full selection;
- category 2: events that fail the $M_2$ requirement but satisfy all other selection criteria.

The category 1 (2) data sample has 115 (437) events. The corresponding acceptances for the simulated $t\bar{t}$ events with $t \to cH$ and $H \to \gamma\gamma$ are $(2.89 \pm 0.10)\%$ and $(4.15 \pm 0.12)\%$ for category 1 and 2 respectively, where the uncertainties are statistical only. During the optimisation phase of the analysis, the region between 122 GeV and 129 GeV where the
sought-for FCNC signal is expected to appear, and called the signal region (SR) in the following, was masked (with a margin of 2 GeV on the low side and 1 GeV in the high side). The category 1 (2) data sample has 14 (69) events with the diphoton mass falling in the signal region.

The $\gamma\gamma$ invariant mass spectra for data and for the $S_{\gamma\gamma j}$ and $tt\gamma$ samples are compared in figures 2(a) and 2(b) for categories 1 and 2, respectively. The normalisation of simulation to data excludes the mass range from 122 to 129 GeV in both cases. The $tt\gamma$ contribution is normalised to the integrated luminosity of the data using its theoretical cross section, while $S_{\gamma\gamma j}$ covers the difference between data and $tt\gamma$. The expected SM Higgs boson production and an additional FCNC signal normalised assuming $B = 0.2\%$ are shown stacked over the sum of the backgrounds.

Good agreement is observed between the shapes of the data and the $\gamma\gamma$+jets background represented by the $S_{\gamma\gamma j}$ sample, for the $M_1$ and $M_2$ spectra shown in figure 1. Since this background and the data agree rather well in the sidebands of the $\gamma\gamma$ mass spectra (figure 2), the $S_{\gamma\gamma j}$ sample is used (see section 4) to determine the background fitting function needed for the final signal extraction.

### 3.3 Leptonic selection

The aim of the leptonic analysis is to identify $tt$ events where one top quark decays into $qH$, and the $W$ boson originating from the other top quark decays leptonically. Only electrons and muons are considered as candidates for lepton identification.

The selection of leptonic candidate events starts by applying the “tight diphoton selection”. Requiring in addition one identified lepton reduces the sample to 833 events. The $p_T$ threshold for leptons is set to 10 GeV for muons, and 15 GeV for electrons. The higher...
threshold in the electron case is motivated by a comparatively larger fraction of jets faking electrons. Requiring two or more jets with $p_T > 30$ GeV further reduces the sample to 223 events. Only the two leading jets are used further in the analysis.

The dominant background sources are $t\bar{t}$, $W$ and $Z$ and the diphoton + jets background, in which a small fraction of jets are wrongly identified as leptons. In order to further select leptonic signal events, the missing transverse momentum is used to determine, with the lepton $p_T$, the transverse mass $m_T$ whose distribution is shown in figure 3(a) for data and the relevant simulated samples. In the region between 56 GeV and 88 GeV the background prediction, dominated by $t\bar{t}$, $W\gamma\gamma$ and $Z\gamma\gamma$, significantly underestimates the data: while $25\pm 3\%$ of data events fall in this region, the corresponding fraction for the simulation is $16\pm 1\%$, where the uncertainties are statistical only. The discrepancy is attributed to the large uncertainty affecting the theoretical cross sections of these processes and to the lack of $W\gamma\gamma$ and $Z\gamma\gamma$ events with an extra photon from ISR, FSR or jets faking photons, for which the size of the simulated samples was not large enough to have a meaningful estimate after the full selection. Applying a scaling factor of 3 to the $W\gamma\gamma$ and $Z\gamma\gamma$ contributions (as derived from the comparison of the $t\bar{t}\gamma$ and $t\bar{t}\gamma\gamma$ samples), the fraction of simulated events with $m_T$ between 56 GeV and 88 GeV becomes $27\pm 1\%$, thus compatible with the data. As explained in section 1, the disagreement as observed in figure 3(a) does not affect the result because in the final fit (see section 4) the background is determined from data only. A selection requiring $m_T$ larger than 30 GeV, which preserves a large fraction of the signal and rejects much of the background (especially from the $S_{\gamma\gamma\gamma}$ sample), is applied. The number of data events remaining at this stage of the analysis is 124.

The next step is to verify, as was done for the hadronic selection, that the final-state particles are kinematically compatible with the decay of two top quarks. The invariant mass $M_1$ of the two photons and one of the two jets (Top1) is calculated, as well as the
Figure 3. Distribution (a) of the transverse mass calculated from the lepton kinematics and the missing transverse momentum and (b) of the invariant mass of the lepton, the neutrino, and one jet for each $\gamma\gamma j$ combination where the $m_{\gamma\gamma j}$ mass falls in the $M_1$ acceptance window. No $b$-tagging is required. The $t\bar{t}\gamma$, $W\gamma\gamma$ and $Z\gamma\gamma$ distributions are superimposed, normalised to the data’s integrated luminosity using theoretical cross sections. The SHERPA $S_{\gamma\gamma j}$ sample is normalised to the difference between data and the sum of $t\bar{t}\gamma$, $W\gamma\gamma$ and $Z\gamma\gamma$. The distribution of the FCNC signal is normalised assuming a branching ratio of (a) $2\%$ and (b) $1\%$. The vertical dotted lines in (b) indicate the $M_2$ selection window (see text).

mass $M_2$ of the remaining jet, the lepton, and the neutrino (Top2). For the latter, the neutrino longitudinal momentum is estimated by using a $W$ boson mass constraint, as was done in ref. [33]. The same calculation is repeated, exchanging the role of the two jets. If the invariant masses ($M_1$, $M_2$) of one of the two (Top1, Top2) combinations fall in predefined windows around the top quark mass, the event is selected, provided one of the two jets is $b$-tagged. This defines category-1 events. Events fulfilling all requirements, except the one on $M_2$ are kept as category-2 events. As was done for the hadronic mode, the acceptance windows were optimised, resulting in the same interval for $M_1$ (152 GeV to 190 GeV), and in a slightly narrower interval for $M_2$, from 130 GeV to 210 GeV.

The event sample remaining at the end of the selection is extremely small. Three events are selected in each of category 1 and category 2. The corresponding acceptances for the simulated $t\bar{t}$ events with $t \rightarrow cH$ and $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ are $(0.96 \pm 0.03)\%$ for category 1 and $(0.27 \pm 0.02)\%$ for category 2, where the uncertainties are statistical only. The corresponding diphoton invariant mass distributions are shown in figure 4. In this figure, the $t\bar{t}\gamma$, $W\gamma\gamma$ and $Z\gamma\gamma$ backgrounds, affected by large statistical fluctuations, are shown using large bins, 10 GeV wide. Only $t\bar{t}\gamma$ remains significant at this stage. Its contribution is normalised to the data’s integrated luminosity using the theoretical cross section. Like for the hadronic analysis, the contributions from $S_{\gamma\gamma j}$ are normalised to match the number of events observed in the sidebands, once the $t\bar{t}\gamma$ background is taken into account. No contribution of this type is actually necessary for category 1. The expected SM Higgs boson contribution and an additional FCNC signal normalised assuming $B = 0.2\%$ are shown stacked over the backgrounds.
Figure 4. Distributions of the diphoton invariant mass for (a) category 1 and (b) category 2 of the leptonic analysis. The \( t\bar{t}\gamma \) distribution is normalised to the data’s integrated luminosity using the theoretical cross section. The \textsc{Sherpa} \( S_{\gamma\gamma} \) contribution is shown for category 2, where its contribution is significant (see text). The SM Higgs boson production and an additional FCNC signal normalised assuming \( B = 0.2\% \) are shown stacked over the backgrounds. The vertical dotted lines indicate the signal region (see text).

4 Statistical analysis and systematic uncertainties

The branching ratio \( B \) of the decay \( t \rightarrow c(u)H \) is determined in a fit to data by using a likelihood function, \( L \), which is the product of the likelihoods for the four channels (hadronic and leptonic selections, each with two categories). Hypothesised values of \( B \) are probed with a test statistic based on the profile likelihood ratio \( [73] \). For the hadronic selection a fit to the \( m_{\gamma\gamma} \) distributions in category 1 and category 2 is performed. The analysis in the leptonic selection is based on event counting, for each category, in two \( m_{\gamma\gamma} \) regions: the control region (CR), from 100 to 122 GeV and from 129 to 160 GeV, and the signal region.

The theoretical uncertainties are mainly related to the \( t\bar{t} \) production cross section, the Higgs boson branching ratio to \( \gamma\gamma \), the resonant background from SM processes and the signal generator uncertainties. The experimental and the generator systematic uncertainties are detailed in section 4.4. All of them are introduced as nuisance parameters in the likelihood.

4.1 Expected event yields

The relevant acceptances and expected resulting numbers of events for the \( t \rightarrow cH \) signal simulation are reported in table 1 for the hadronic and leptonic analyses, taking 0.2% as branching ratio for \( t \rightarrow cH \).

A fraction of the SM Higgs boson events produced in association with jets (and one lepton) is accepted by the hadronic (leptonic) analysis if the Higgs boson decays into two photons. These events appear as an additional resonant contribution to the sought-for FCNC diphoton signal. All known SM processes, as listed in section 2.3, were simulated to obtain the acceptances for the hadronic and leptonic selections. Summing all channels gives the expected numbers of events listed in table 1. The \( t\bar{t}H \) production mode gives the
Table 1. Expected acceptances (including efficiencies) for simulated $t\bar{t}$ events, with $t \rightarrow cH$ and $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$. The corresponding expected numbers of events are also shown, together with those for SM Higgs boson production, followed by $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$. The fraction of events from the $t\bar{t}H$ channel, dominant in the SM contribution, is also given. The uncertainties in the acceptances are only statistical. The uncertainties in the expected numbers of events include statistical uncertainties and theoretical uncertainties in the cross sections.

dominant contribution for both selections and both categories. The uncertainties include statistical uncertainties and uncertainties in the cross sections, as given in ref. [32].

Dalitz decays (of the type $H \rightarrow \gamma f \bar{f}$, where $f$ is a light fermion) are present in both the signal and SM Higgs boson simulations while the 0.23% branching ratio taken for the $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ decay does not include these processes. As their acceptance is essentially zero, a consistent normalisation is restored by removing their contribution to the normalisation factor of each simulated sample. No associated uncertainty is assigned.

4.2 Likelihood for the hadronic selection

The (unbinned) likelihood for each hadronic category includes a Poisson term, the product over all events of the expected $m_{\gamma\gamma}$ distribution function (background + signal parameterised as described below), and a term constraining the external parameters (nuisance parameters) to their expected values, within uncertainties, by the product of the corresponding Gaussian factors.

The signal distribution, assumed identical for SM Higgs boson production and the $t \rightarrow cH, H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ signal is described by a double-sided Crystal Ball function (a Gaussian function with power-law tails on both sides) whose parameters are obtained from a fit to the mass spectrum of the simulated FCNC signal. The Crystal Ball function’s mean value is shifted by 90 MeV to account for the difference between the measured Higgs boson mass of 125.09 GeV, and the value of 125 GeV used in the signal simulation. The same signal parameterisation is used for the leptonic analysis (see below).

The parameterisations of the background are obtained from the $m_{\gamma\gamma}$ shapes of the $S_{\gamma\gamma}$ sample. In order to verify that the parameterisations do not induce a spurious signal when fitting the data, the two distributions are smoothed using non-parametric probability density functions [74], and used to generate background-only pseudo-experiments with on average 115 and 445 events for categories 1 and 2, respectively. The contribution from $t\bar{t}\gamma$,
which is small and has large statistical fluctuations, is neglected. The corresponding $m_{\gamma\gamma}$ spectra are fitted with different shape parameterisations. For background-only fits a bias is defined as the difference between the true number of events and the fitted number of events in the SR. For signal+background fits, the bias is defined as the fitted number of signal events. The criterion used to select a background parameterisation is that these biases have to be smaller than 10% of the number of signal events at the expected limit or 20% of the expected uncertainty in this number, mainly resulting from the statistical uncertainty in the number of events in the SR. The background-only and signal+background fits give consistent results. Third- and fourth-order polynomial parameterisations were found to satisfy this criterion and the one with fewer free parameters, the third-order polynomial, was chosen. The associated biases are 0.5 and 1.7 events in category 1 and 2, respectively, and are used as a systematic uncertainty in the final fit.

4.3 Likelihood for the leptonic selection

Given the very low observed number of events in each leptonic category, the likelihood for the leptonic channels is simply taken as a Poisson term, for two intervals of the diphoton invariant mass distribution, the SR and the CR. Instead of using a full probability density function, the distribution of the background is controlled by a free parameter $\alpha$, defined as the ratio of the numbers of background events expected in the SR and CR. The signal, $\sim 90\%$ of which is confined to the SR, is controlled by its magnitude, the other free parameter. The $\alpha$ parameter is one of the nuisance parameters, and its uncertainty is estimated by considering its variations as a function of the assumed background shapes. For a uniform $m_{\gamma\gamma}$ distribution $\alpha = 0.13$ is expected. Using the smooth probability density function from the hadronic analysis yields $\alpha \sim 0.17$. The $S_{\gamma\gamma j}$ background remaining after the leptonic selection (see section 3.3), without any $b$-tagging requirement and summing categories 1 and 2 to enlarge the available sample, gives $\alpha \sim 0.11$. The nominal value chosen in the fit is $\alpha = 0.14$, with a 30% uncertainty.

4.4 Systematic uncertainties

A summary of the systematic uncertainties affecting the signal yields is given in table 2. The impact of these uncertainties (where relevant) on the parameters of the double-sided Crystal Ball functions is also taken into account. Since many of the uncertainties have a small impact and the analysis is statistically limited, uncertainties affecting jet energy scale, $b$-tagging, $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, photon identification and lepton-related uncertainties have been grouped so as to have only one equivalent nuisance parameter for each of these quantities.

- The uncertainties in the $t\bar{t}$ production cross section, the $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ branching ratio and the integrated luminosity, affect only the normalisation of the signal yield.

- The systematic uncertainties in the energy scale ($\sim 0.5\%$) and resolution ($\sim 12\%$) of photons have a very small impact on the signal acceptance, as shown in table 2. They affect more significantly the parameters of the double-sided Crystal Ball functions used to fit the signal line shape.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection Category</th>
<th>Hadronic Systematic uncertainty [%]</th>
<th>Leptonic Systematic uncertainty [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t\bar{t} production cross section</td>
<td>$+4.8$</td>
<td>$-5.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching ratio of the $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ decay</td>
<td>$5.0$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminosity</td>
<td>$3.2$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon energy scale</td>
<td>$0.3$</td>
<td>$1.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon energy resolution</td>
<td>$0.3$</td>
<td>$0.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon identification</td>
<td>$1.8$</td>
<td>$1.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy scale</td>
<td>$+7.9$</td>
<td>$+6.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy resolution</td>
<td>$-6.5$</td>
<td>$-4.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet vertex tagging</td>
<td>$-2.1$</td>
<td>$3.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$-tagging</td>
<td>$0.7$</td>
<td>$0.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepton identification and scale</td>
<td>$3.3$</td>
<td>$3.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_T^{miss}$ scale</td>
<td>$-0.6$</td>
<td>$+1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile-up reweighting</td>
<td>$1.6$</td>
<td>$1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCD scales</td>
<td>$1.7$</td>
<td>$1.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDFs</td>
<td>$0.7$</td>
<td>$0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top quark mass</td>
<td>$1.0$</td>
<td>$1.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generator</td>
<td>$5.7$</td>
<td>$-5.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR/FSR</td>
<td>$+0.4$</td>
<td>$-8.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadronisation/underlying event</td>
<td>$-5.8$</td>
<td>$9.6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of theoretical, experimental and generator (see text) relative uncertainties in the signal yields, for the hadronic and leptonic selections (in percent, per event). The top three rows affect only the normalisation. The uncertainty related to the photon and lepton isolation selections is included in the identification uncertainty.

- The uncertainties related to the photon trigger and identification amount to about 2%, dominated by the identification efficiency uncertainty.

- The systematic uncertainty associated with the jet energy scale [75] is determined by changing each of the parameters to which it is sensitive by one standard deviation in each direction and one at a time, and taking the quadratic sum of all up (down) variations. The upper (lower) rows in the table correspond respectively to the up (down) variations. The same methodology is used for the jet energy resolution. The sign is negative if the yield decreases when the resolution improves.

- The differences in $b$-tagging efficiency between data and simulation are included in the event weights of the simulated samples. Replacing the corresponding scale factors by
the values obtained when adding (subtracting) their uncertainty induces variations of the expected signal yield of the order of 3%. The uncertainty related to the JVT selection is estimated in the same way.

- The uncertainty associated with the lepton energy scale, identification and reconstruction efficiency, averaged for electrons and muons, is about 1%.

- The uncertainty of about 2% associated with $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ was obtained with the same methodology as that used for the jet energy scale, applied to the soft term as introduced in section 3.1.

- The pile-up reweighting uncertainty accounts for the variations allowed when reweighting the distribution of the mean number of interactions per bunch crossing, $\mu$, from simulation to data.

The uncertainties in the signal event generation are evaluated as follows:

- The impact of the factorisation and renormalisation scales (QCD scales) on the signal acceptance is obtained by varying them by a factor of 0.5 or 2 with respect to the nominal values.

- The systematic uncertainty associated with the PDF choice is obtained by using the root mean square of the signal acceptance when considering the 100 Monte Carlo replicas available in the NNPDF3.0 set.

- The systematic uncertainty related to the top quark mass uncertainty is obtained from the variation of acceptance observed when reweighting the simulated signal events by the ratio of a Breit-Wigner function at a mass $M$ (between 171 GeV and 174 GeV) to a Breit-Wigner function at a mass of 172.5 GeV (the mass used at event generation). The uncertainty in the Higgs boson mass, now known at ±0.2% [3], has a negligible impact on the result.

- The uncertainty associated with the hard-process generation is obtained by comparing, at particle level, the acceptances obtained with MG5_aMC@NLO and Powheg for the $t\bar{t}$ generation (both interfaced to Pythia 8). The sign of the uncertainty is positive when Powheg gives a larger yield.

- The uncertainty labelled “ISR/FSR” corresponds to the variation of the signal acceptance observed at particle level when the parameters governing QCD initial- and final-state radiation in Pythia 8 are varied within the allowed range [42]. The upper (lower) row in the table corresponds to the up (down) variation of both ISR and FSR.

- The systematic uncertainty associated with the hadronisation and underlying-event modelling is estimated by comparing the acceptances of events generated with MG5_aMC@NLO interfaced to either Pythia 8 or Herwig 7 [76], at particle level. The sign of the uncertainty is positive when the yield from Herwig 7 is larger.

---

---

---
Figure 5. Observed evolution of $q_B$ (see text) as a function of the $t \rightarrow cH$ branching ratio $B$. The dotted curve corresponds to the case where all constrained nuisance parameters are fixed to their maximum-likelihood estimators at $\tilde{B}$. The likelihood functions are only defined for a positive number of expected events, hence the leptonic categories and combined curves do not cover the full scanned range. The intersection of the combined $q_B$ curve with the line at $1.96\sigma$ gives the 95% CL upper limit in the asymptotic approximation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Hadronic</th>
<th>Leptonic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal $t \rightarrow cH$</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM Higgs boson resonant background</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other background</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total background</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Numbers of FCNC signal events in the SR ($m_{\gamma\gamma} \in [122, 129]$ GeV) for the fitted $t \rightarrow cH$ branching ratio $B = 6.9 \times 10^{-4}$. The numbers of events for the SM Higgs boson production and the fitted non-resonant background are also shown, together with the number of observed events in data, in the four categories.

Finally the uncertainty in the normalisation of the expected yield for the SM Higgs boson production, as a resonant background, is obtained by combining the uncertainties in the individual cross-section predictions (from the renormalisation and factorisation scales, the PDFs and the strong coupling constant, as they are used for table 1), increased to 15% for $t\bar{t}H$, 100% for $ggH$, VBF and $WH$, and 50% for the other channels, to account for the fact that the simulations used are not very accurate in the phase space probed by this analysis.

5 Results

Figure 5 shows the evolution of $q_B = -2 \left( \ln L(B) - \ln L(\tilde{B}) \right)$ as a function of $B$ for each category individually, and for the combined likelihood. The fitted branching ratio is $\tilde{B} = 6.9^{+6.8}_{-5.2}^{\text{stat.}}^{+3.1}_{-1.5}^{\text{syst.}} \times 10^{-4}$. A summary of the fitted numbers of signal and background events, together with the numbers of observed events in the SR, is given in table 3.
Figure 6. Distributions of \( m_{\gamma\gamma} \) for the selected sample in the (a) hadronic category 1, (b) hadronic category 2, (c) leptonic category 1 and (d) leptonic category 2 channels. The result of fitting the data with the sum (full line) of a signal component with the mass of the Higgs boson fixed to \( m_H = 125.09 \) GeV, a continuum background component (dashed line) and the SM Higgs boson contribution (difference between the dotted and dashed lines) is superimposed. The leptonic categories have only two bins: the seven-GeV-wide SR and the CR (see text). The CR region bin extends from the signal region to both higher and lower masses; the content of the CR is shared equally between the low-mass part (100 GeV to 122 GeV) and the high-mass part (129 GeV to 160 GeV) of the CR bin.

The small excesses observed in leptonic category 1 and hadronic category 2 result in minima of their \( q_B \) at positive values of \( B \). On the contrary the tight hadronic selection, where a deficit is observed, pulls \( B \) to (unphysical) negative values. The compatibility of the four channels is about 2.3 standard deviations.

The mass distributions corresponding to the result of the combined fit are illustrated for the hadronic and leptonic selections in figure 6. The result of fitting the data with the sum of a signal component and a background component (dashed), described by a third-order polynomial for the hadronic selection, is superimposed. The small contribution from SM Higgs boson production, included in the fit, is also shown (difference between the dotted and dashed lines). For the leptonic channels, the regions \( m_{\gamma\gamma} < 122 \) GeV and \( m_{\gamma\gamma} > 129 \) GeV are used as a single-bin control region to estimate the background in the one-bin signal region. For presentation in figure 6, the content of the single-bin CR is shared equally between its low mass part and its high mass part.
Large-sample pseudo-experiments (which take into account the contribution of the SM Higgs boson production) are used to set the limit on $B$. The evolution of the signal confidence level $\text{CL}_s$ [77] as a function of $B$, computed from these pseudo-experiments, is shown in figure 7, where the observed result $B < 2.2 \times 10^{-3}$ at the 95% CL is compared to the expected one in the absence of signal, $B < 1.6 \times 10^{-3}$. The limit derived from these pseudo-experiments is close to the value obtained, in the asymptotic approximation, from the intersection of the combined $q_B$ curve with the line at 3.84, marking the 95% confidence level. It is dominated by statistical uncertainties, as shown in figure 5.

The acceptance of the $t \rightarrow uH$ decays is about 8% lower than for $t \rightarrow cH$ in the four analysed channels. The higher acceptance for $t \rightarrow cH$ is mostly driven by the additional $b$-tagging efficiency given by the charm quark as opposed to the up quark. The observed limit for $t \rightarrow uH$ is $2.4 \times 10^{-3}$ and the expected limit is $1.7 \times 10^{-3}$, both at the 95% CL.

These limits on $B$ can be translated to limits on the off-diagonal Yukawa coupling via the relation

$$\lambda_{tqH} = (1.92 \pm 0.02) \times \sqrt{B},$$

where the mass of the light quark is neglected [33]. The $\lambda_{tqH}$ coupling corresponds to the sum in quadrature of the couplings relative to the two possible chirality combinations of the quark fields, $\lambda_{tqH} \equiv \sqrt{|\lambda_{tL,qR}|^2 + |\lambda_{qL,tR}|^2}$ [78]. The observed (expected) limits are $\lambda_{tcH} < 0.090$ (0.077) and $\lambda_{tuH} < 0.094$ (0.079) at the 95% CL. As the analysis does not distinguish between the two channels, the limit can be written as:

$$\sqrt{\lambda_{tcH}^2 + 0.92\lambda_{tuH}^2} < 0.090,$$

where the factor 0.92 is due to the difference in acceptance between the two modes. With this limit ATLAS reaches the sensitivity region where an observation is possible according to models predicting the largest yields (see section 1 and ref. [31]).

6 Conclusions

The FCNC decay of a top quark into a lighter up-type quark ($q = c, u$) and a Higgs boson, $t \rightarrow qH$, followed by the decay $H \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$, has been searched for in a data set of $36.1 \text{fb}^{-1}$ of 13 TeV proton-proton collisions recorded by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. The
analysis selects events with one top quark decaying into $bW$ (SM decay) and the other into $qH$. It is split into two final states, targeting the decay of the $W$ boson from the SM top quark decay either in the hadronic mode or in the leptonic mode.

Exploiting the diphoton invariant mass distributions, a sideband technique is used to constrain the background to the sought-for signal. Taking into account the contribution of the SM Higgs boson production, an expected upper limit on the $t \rightarrow cH$ decay branching ratio in the absence of signal of $1.6 \times 10^{-3}$ is estimated. No statistically significant excess is observed in the data, and a limit of $2.2 \times 10^{-3}$ is set at the 95% CL for $m_H = 125.09$ GeV. From this limit, an upper limit on the $\lambda_{tcH}$ coupling of 0.090 is obtained. As the analysis is almost equally sensitive to the $t \rightarrow uH$ mode, the limit obtained can more generally be expressed as $\sqrt{\lambda_{tcH}^2 + 0.92 \lambda_{tuH}^2} < 0.090$.
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